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Abstract 
A systematic method to m q  systolizable proMems onto multicomputers is presented in this paper. A systoliz- 
able problem is a problem for which it is possible to design a Systolic Algorithm. This method selects and 
transforms the Systolic Algorithm into a parallel algorithm with high granularity. The communications require- 
ments are reduced and thus the performance can be increased. The proposed scheme requires a classirica- 
tion of dependences, and it is based in the interleaved execution of several partitions of the Systolic Algo- 
rithm. The code to be executed in a processing dement of the muhicomputer system is obtained through ap- 
plication of the proposed systematic transformations to the original sequential code. By appcYng this method 
to the APP we illustrate their main features, and several performance measures for a torus of transputers sys- 
tem are presented, considering the various algorithms which are unified by the APP. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Evely Processing Element (PE) in a multicomputer comprises a processor with memory and communica- 
tion links. This memory is only addressable by its associated processor, and the communication is per- 
formed through message passing along the point-to-point links interconnecting the PES. Programming a 
multicomputer requires partitioning and distributing both computations and data among the PES. Normally 
static scheduling is used in order to reduce the communication needs. 
An attractive starting point to design parallel algorithms for multicomputer resides in the locality and reg- 
ularity of communication between the cells in a Systolic Algorithm (SA) [KunL79]. On the other side, the 
SA can be systematically designed starting from a formal specification of the algorithm (a system of re- 
currences [Quin84], a nested bops structure [Mold83], etc.). 
In order to generate code for each PE in a systolic processor, Lengauer [Leng89] takes an algorithm ex- 
ecution trace and searches for sequence patterns, and them uses iterative-like statements to do the fi- 
nal specification. In shared-memory multiprocessors Wolf and Lam [WOIL~O] presents a work where the 
specific operations of a sequential algorithm are reordered to increase parallelism, by means of unimodu- 
lar transformation matrices. 
Now, the fine granularity of the SA does not make it adequate to program the multicomputer in a straigh- 
forward manner due to the high costs of communication. lbarra [lbaS89] and Fernandez [FerLBS] 
present two different proposals for reducing this communication costs. lbarra and Sohn. in [IbaSIS] ac- 
cumulate the state information between adjacent regions in the time-space graph and send the collected 
symbols in packets. In [FerL89] block algorithms are used; one SA is selected for each class of block 
and them, respecting dependencies, several blocks are executed concurrently to reduce the number of 
messages, and to increase accordingly the granularity. 
In this paper we propose a systematic method for: a) to select a SA for a systolizable problem from the 
different algorithms which can be obtained by means of known design techniques, b) to transform the SA 
in order to increase the granularity, and c) to transform the sequential code into the code to be executed 
on each PE of a multicomputer. The proposed systematic method is applied in this paper to the Algebraic 
Path Problem (APP). 
The original problem to be solved shoukl be specified using a nested loop structure like those considered 
in (Mold831. From this specification, we design a SA for the problem. The SA is partitioned in order to 
adapt it to the size of the available multicomputer. In order to increase the granularity of the parallel algo- 
rithm, an analysis of dependencies among partitions is carried out, and it is used to derive a dependence 
graph among partitions. These partitions can be executed in a interleaved way when a) they are indepen- 
dent, or b) the dependences among these partitions are due to variables broadcasting: in this case inter- 
leaving is possible because the transmission of these variables is pipelined when designing the SA. This 
pipelining is quite usual in SA, and it allows a greater reduction in the number of transmitted messages. 
Interleaving means to us the concurrent execution of several partitions, when the scheduling among par- 
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Figure 1.  Algorithmic specifcation of the APP 
titions operations is done statically. Finally, we show that a further partitioning of partitions permits to in. 
crease the granularity of the parallel algorithm. 
In section 2, the type of algorithm specification is explained, and a revision of the technique used to de- 
sign and to do a first partitioning of the SA is presented, following the works in [Mold831 and (MolF861. 
Section 3 presents the intuitive idea utilized here to increase the system granularity. Section 4 present 
the guides used to select the SA and the partitioning of the SA. Besides it is shown the way to transform 
the sequential code in order to obtain the code to be executed on each PE of the systolic processor. Sec- 
tion 5 describes the proposed method to increase the system granularity, as well as the transformations 
of sequential code which allow the obtention of the code to be executed on each PE. In section 6, an addi- 
tional partitioning, adequate to increase the ability for partitions interleaving, is proposed. Section 7, ti- 
nally present performance measures for a transputer-based multicomputer executing the different algo- 
rithms which are unified by the APP. 
2. SA DESIGN AND PARTITIONING 
We consider here algorithms which may be specified in the form of nested loops. The iterations space 
can be determined as an point lattice with the integer values of the loops indices. Each point in the lattice 
represent one computation (operations performed in one instance of the loop body) and the data depen- 
dences force a partial ordering of the integer pints.  The dependencies graph at the level of iterations, 
is composed of the lattice points and the dependence arcs between them. 
The class of algorithms considered in this paper are characterized by the presence of uniform data de- 
pendences, that is dependencies are independent of the points connected by them. The dependencies 
will be represented by means of vectors [Mold831 whose components correspond to the iterations 
space indices. 
The first step to design a SA will be to make uniform the data dependencies. The problem has been stud- 
ied by several authors [ForM84], [VanQ88], [WonD88], but no general solution has been given yet. 
However, for the majority of the Linear Algebra operations (Matrix Multiplication, Triangular Systems of 
Equations, LU Decomposition, etc.), the uniformization is possible. 
Figure 1 shows the uniform algorithm specification for the APP. To solve the different algorithms unified 
by the APP, we must vary in a convenient manner the f l ,  13 and 14 functions as well as the initial data of 
matrix A [Rot85]. A[i.j,-l] ( K i ,  j<N-1) hoMs the initial data, and the result is stored in A[i,j,N-l] 
{NG,j52N-l). Figure 2a shows the APP dependence graph at the level of statements (SDG) and figure 
2b show the dependence graph at the level of iteration space (DG). The dashed lines in the SDG repre- 
sent control flow dependencies. 
To design the SA we shall use the algebraic method proposed by Moldovan [Mold831 and to do the first 
partitioning we shall use the technique in [[MolF86]. Let us make a brief review of these methods. 
We can obtain the SA by means of a linear transformation on the dependencies matrix 0, whose columns 
(di) are the dependence vectors of the problem. This linear transformation is represented by the matrix 
1 
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segment dependence dependence 
SEGi di=(O, 1,  o)T G 
SEG2 d2=(0, 1. o)T G 
SEGB d3=(0. 1 ,  0)'  P 
SEG3 d4=(0, 0, I ) ~  G 
SEG4 d5=(1, 0, o ) ~  G 
SEG4 d6=(0, 1,  o ) ~  P 
SEG* d7=(0, 0, 1) '  P 
Figure2. Dei)errdence graphs for the APP. a) dcpordetice graph at the levcl of statcincii/s, b)  de- 
pendeirrc graph at the Iewl ofitcrotioii spore and c) sitnminry of the de/ieiidetiric~s. 
T, sized m-by-m, where m is the dimension of the problem indices space (the number of nested loops). 
Matrix T will be divided into two parts. One row vector fl establishing a time ordering of the operations 
(temporal mapping). Vector fl is normal to the constant time hyperplanes. The points in the indices space 
which belong to the same hyperplane are computed in the same time instant. The remaining m-1 row vec- 
tors (submatrix S), are used to define the spatial assignment of indices space points to cells in the result- 
ing SA (spatial mapping). Submatrix S can be represented by the projection vector which is normal to the 
plane formed by the m-1 rows in S. Calculations performed in the same cycle must be assigned to differ- 
ent cells. Consequently, the projection vector and the vector establishing the temporal mapping cannot 
be perpendicular. That is, matrix T must be non-singular. 
To preserve dependencies between computations, vector n must satisfy the condition fl.di>O, V di. Ac- 
cordingly, one point of the indices space, v, is calculated in the cell S v  during cycle I7.v. 
The spatial mapping S determines the topology of communication among SA cells (columns of SD).  This 
submatrix can be selected taking into account a topology of cells interconnection. Let P be a matrix 
whose columns represent the previously fixed interconnection topology. Matrix S is chosen among the 
possible solutions to the diophantic equation S.D = P.K (Pij = (-1, 0, 1)) where matrix K indicates how to 
use the communication links between available cells. Elements in matrix K must satisfy the following condi- 
tion: 
kji 5 JI.di with kji 2 0 
This expression indicates that the communication of data associated with dependence di, must be done 
using 
The method proposed in [MolF86] is used to partition the SA. A grouping of adjacent points in the indices 
space serves to determine one such partition. These partitions are called bands. The whole computation 
is carried out by chaining the execution of the different bands in the fixed size Systolic Processor (SP). 
The space of indices is partitioned in m-1 of their dimensions. These dimensions are those corresponding 
to the spatial mapping. Each row in matrix S which is used in the spatial mapping, is observed as a vector 
normal to a cutting plane in the space of indices. 
kji times the communication links. 
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It is assumed that any band is executed completeiy before initiating the execution of the following one. 
So, if band Bt is executed after band Es, no computations in 6 s  should depend on computations included 
in Et. This requirement imposes a condition to the partitioning hyperplanes, represented by the rows of S: 
Each of these bands can be executed by a SA of a given fixed size. Specifically, for the case of a 3D in- 
dex space, computation v is assigned to band 6Br.Bs where: 
Er= L s l . v / w J  
B s =  L S 2 V l W J  
S1 and S2 are rows of matrix S and W-by-W is the number of PES of the SP. Moreover, this computation 
will be performed by PEW where: 
p = (S1 .v) mod W 
q = (S2.v) mod W 
It can be seen that this partitioning scheme assigns computations in the boundary of the bands to PES in 
the bcundary of the SP. So, in order to chain the execution of the bands we need some links between the 
PES in the boundary (wraparound) of the SP and a buffer to store data. 
3. INCREASE OF GRANULARITY USING BAND INTERLEAVING 
The partitioned SA can be executed in a multicomputer by assigning each cell of the SA to one PE of the 
multicomputer. The parallel algorithm, obtained as explained in last section, has a fine granularity. Be- 
cause the multicomputer executes a series of SAS, PES exchange short messages and very frequently 
(a single matrix element for each link and computation). So, the important communication requirements 
can lead to a poor performance when executing the algorithm in the multicomputer. Our objective is to in- 
crease systematically the granularity of the algorithm, reducing in this way the communication require- 
ments. On this section an intuitive idea of the proposed method, concerned to reach goal, is provided. 
The communication time for a message in a multicomputer is modeled by two terms with the following ex- 
pression: 
t = tstart + n tbyte 
where tstart is the time required to establish the communication, n is the message size in bytes, and tbyte 
is the time required to transmit one byte. The total communication time is proportional to these two terms 
and, consequently, it is interesting to reduce their effect. 
The influence of the term tstart can be reduced by transmitting several data items in a single message. 
This can be achieved with independent bands. Data corresponding to independent bands, and travers- 
ing a link, can be packed into a single message passing through that link. 
Both the influence of tstan and tbyte can be reduced by minimizing the number of transmitted messages. 
This features can be achieved by detecting bands which use same input data. This is as common charac- 
teristic in SA, typical in systolizable problems with broadcasting variables. When the algorithm is uni- 
formed, the dependencies are pipelined, due to the existence of broadcasting variables and are thus 
converted to constant dependencies. From now on, we shall denote these dependencies as propagated 
dependencies. If ail the dependencies between the Br and 6 s  bands are due to propagated dependen- 
cies, then the bands can be executed in any order. 
On the other hand, in order to avoid the storage of data in the PES, which will be later used when execut- 
ing other bands, either independent or with propagated dependencies between them, we propose an in- 
terleaved execution of the bands. We understand this interleaving as the concurrent execution of sev- 
eral bands, where the scheduling of operations is performed in a static way. 
Now, let us explain the meaning of this interleaving through a simple example where propagated depen- 
dences appear. Figure 3 shows two bands Bs and Bs+l belonging to a given DG. If these bands are exe- 
Si . di 2 0 (V Si) & (V di) 
PE0 ?- t' 7 
PE1 ?--))-f E j  BS PE~E/ BS Figure 3. An example of band iiuer- leaving. (a)  Exerution ordering for operations assigned to PE1 if barids Bs and Bs+l 
are executed one afrer /he olher. 
/erleaved. 
PE1 9- ?- . . .  . . .  
Bs+l (bJ Execufion ordering if band are in- 
-1 
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cuted one after the other then PE1 executes its computations in the order indicated in figure 3a. To per- 
form each of these computations PE1 must receive a data item from PEO. Because the dependence be- 
tween bands Bs and Bs+l is propagate, the data item received by PE1 to perform operation ( 1 )  is the 
same that the one received later to perform (4). The same stands for computations (2) and (5). (3) and (6) 
and so on. The number of messages from PE0 to PE1 can be reduced if PE1 executes operation (4) imme- 
diately after operation ( l ) ,  using in both operations the received data item. Analogously, operation (5) is 
executed immediately after operation (2) and so on. The new execution ordering is show in figure 3b. In 
that case we say that bands Bs and Bs+i are executed in an interleaved way. 
4. DESIGN AND PARTITIONING OF THE SA 
This section describes the technique used to obtain a parallel algorithm to be executed on a multicomput- 
er, starting from a systolizable problem. The method consist in the following stages: a) dependence clas- 
sification and decomposition into segments. b) SA selection and partitioning, and c) code generation. 
4.1 
We identify two types of dependences: propagated dependences (P) and generated dependences (G). 
Dependences of type P arise from statements of the form V(I) = V(I-d), where d is one of the depen- 
dence vectors. This kind of dependences have been introduced during the uniformization of the original 
code. The rest of dependences are of type G. 
After the uniformization of the code, each statement is surrounded by nested loops and its execution 
can be subjected to some conditions on the indices of the nested loops (guard commands). We define a 
segment as the set of consecutive statements with the same guard commands. We shall assume that the 
intersection between the guard commands of segments is empty. This can be achieved by reordering, 
and creating new segments, if needed. By doing so, in one point of the indices space just the statements 
of a single segment are executed. 
Figure 1 shows the segments for the APP. Figure 2b shows the graph dependencies between state- 
ments, SDG. Figure 2c shows a summary of the dependencies in the APP. For each dependence we iden- 
tify the statement in which the dependence is originated, the segment that statement belongs to, the asso- 
ciated dependence vector and the type of the dependence. 
Dependence classification and decomposition into segments 
4.2 SA Selection and Partitioning 
In our method, the selection of matrix T will be guided by the following criterion: data flows moving from 
cell to cell in the resulting SA should be, if possible, those associated with propagated dependences. 
This criterion favours band interleaving. 
For the APP we are interested in a SA such that the data associated with the generated dependence 
(1,0,0) remain static in their PES. Data associated with the other (propagated) dependencies (0,1,0) and 
(0,0,1) are transmitted through links. Provided that the available multicomputer has a mesh topology, ma- 
trix P is the identity matrix. The selected vector n is II=[1,1,1], and the vectors for partitioning are 
Sl-[O,l,O] and S2-[0,0,1]. The spatial mapping matrix is: 
4.3 Code generation 
For the code generation we assume an asynchronous system, that is, there is not a global clock which 
determines the computation cycles. Communication and synchronization among PES is done by means of 
the send and receive primitives with a rendez-vous protocol. 
The code to be executed in each PE can be obtained by transforming the original code using the following 
matrix: 
where no is a vector such that II di Z no di t 0, the matrix Ts is non-singular and a matrix T n  such that T 
= Tn.Ts, exists. The Ts transformation arranges computations in such a way that the calculations as- 
signed to a PE are easily identified. Note that, in essence, one spatial transformation has been applied. 
The T n  transformation is implicitly obtained when the communication and synchronization primitives are 
placed. 
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The transformation Ts, and any matrix which is a permutation of its rows, is valid because any row vector 
multiplied by di is greater than (or equal to) zero. When applying Ts to m perfectiy nested loops we obtain 






. . .  
endfor 
endfor 
where a and b are constants, fiL and fiU are functions of variables 11 ,.... I i-1 (which, in some cases, 
may be non-linear, i.e. ceiling, floor, mod ...) and stepi is the step of the for and it depends on the determi- 
nants of submatrices in Ts. If Ts is a unimodular matrix, functions fiL and fiU are linear, and stepi = 1 for 
any i. Each indexing function of the algorithm variables is transformed by applying Ts”. Let g be the origi- 
nal indexing function, then g Ts” is the new indexing function. 
4.3.1 Problem-size Dependent Code Generation 
After application of Ts, the resultant m-1 external loops identify the PES (processor space) and parame- 
trize the embraced code. The parametrized code to be executed on a PE is the most internal loop, which 
establishes the local timing ordering for operations inside the PE. One PE becomes unnecessary if the 
corresponding internal loop does not petform any iteration. 
When the code is parametrized, the number of variables dimensions (processors space) to be stored in- 
side the PES is reduced in m-1 (they become one-dimensional vectors). The vectors maximum size is de- 
termined by the magnitude of the component in the remaining dimension of the dependence vector. 
The global timing ordering of operations (n) is done by means of the send I receive communication and 
synchronization primitives. We use the value n.di (with S.dt # 0 ) to identify the size of the buffer be- 
tween PES and the value S d  to identify the direction of the data flow. The communication primitives are 
placed at the beginning (receive) and at the end (send) of the loop body. These primitives have tree pa- 
rameters; the first one identifies the link to do the communication, the second one identifies the data flow 
between two statements (dependence identifiers), and the third one is the data item to be transmitted. 
Communication primitives directly manage buffers of size one. If the buffer size is greater than one, ar- 
ray variable (bufc) is used in the PE which is the source of the dependence. The data item is stored in 
buic, instead of being sent after this calculation, and its transmission is delayed a number of iterations 
(systolic cycles) equal to the delay (n.di) minus one. Bufc may be also placed in the destination cell of 
the dependence. 
The send and receive statements could be distributed inside the loop body, in order to increase parallel- 
ism between communication and computation in the PE. This is possible when the transmitted and the re- 
ceived data item are identical. Besides. the bounded iterations space specified by the program must be 
taken into account. In some boundary points of the iterations space possibly no data must be sended or 
received. The information needed to transform the code consists of the input data placement, the SDG, 
and the guard commands of the segments. 
The assignment statements which are source of a dependence such that S d  # 0 are substituted by 
send primitives. Before those statements which are destination of a dependence such that S.dl # 0, a re- 
ceive statement is placed. It suffices one send or receive statement for each identical dependence vec- 
tor having the same dependence identifier. Let us remember that, by construction, only one code seg- 
ment is executed on each point of the iteration space. 
In the APP, we have: 
Figure 4a shows the code obtained by applying transformation Ts. In figure 4b the parametrized code 
for a PE, together with communication primitives, is shown. The send and receive primitives have only 
two parameters, because the communication links between PES suppolt just one dependence. Figure 4c 
shows the PES and the interconnection topology between PES, for the APP with size N=2. In this figure, 
those PES performing no iteration have been removed. 
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for r=O, 2N-1 
for sa, 2N-1 (a) 
for t=max(O,r-N,s-N). min(N-l ,r,s) 
i f  r=s=t then 
else i f  r=t then 
else i f  s=t then 





a[r,t,s]=a[ r.fs- 1 ] 
a[fs,r]=a[t,s.r-1 I 
a[r,s,t]=f4(a[r.s.t. 
PE(r,s) (0 5 r,s I 2N-1) 
for kmax(0.r-N.s-N),min(N-1.r.s) 
i f  r=s=t then 
else i f  r=t then 
else i f  s=t then 





i f  s#N+t then send(@(O.l).x) 
receive(@( 1 .O),y) 
i f  r#N+t then send(@(l.O),y) 
else 
i f  r#N+t then send(@(l,O),y) 
a=f4(a,x,y) Figure 4. Problem-size dependent code. 
4.3.2 Generation of Partitioned Code 
The algorithm partitioning is achieved by dividing the processor space in equal size bands. This space is 
represented by the external loops of the transformed code. Each loop is transformed into two loops and 
one auxiliary variable. The external loop identifies the band according one of its dimensions, and the in- 
ternal loop identifies the PE in one of its dimensions. The auxiliary variable depends upon the iteration 
variables of the loops and follows the same sequence as the iterations variable of the orginal loop. 
Let us consider the iteration statement "for Ii=fL,fU.stepi", where f L  and fu are non-linear functions of 
the' iterations variables in the most external loops, and stepi is the for step. Figure 5a shows the trans- 
formation of this statement, where fkstepi, W>stepi is assumed, and the auxiliary variable is 
Ii=BiW+p. The resuking transformed code is parametrized for a PE. The iteration statements "for p = 
inner, upper, step;" are substituted by one conditional statement "if (inne&p<upper and (p-inner) mod 
step; = 0) then", where p is the parameter. Figure 5b shows the parametrized code for the PE( ...p.. ) 
along the i dimension. 
The dimensions of variables stored in one PE is now m-1, where m is the dimension size of the iterations 
space. Now, Ni / W is the magnitude of variables in each dimension, Ni being the original magnitude along 
dimension Ii. Thus, the auxiliary variable now used is li'=Bi. The resulting code executed the bands in a 
lexicographical order. 
Figure 6a shows the code obtained by partitioning the APP code seen in figure 4a. Figure 6b shows the 
parametrized code for each PE. As the bands are executed in a lexicographical order, the buffer be- 
tween boundary PE is a FIFO queue. 
5. TECHNIQUE TO INCREASE GRANULARITY 
The code obtained in section 4 exhibits low granularity. In the present section, the code is to be trans- 
formed, in order to increase its granularity, by using band interleaving. To identify which bands may be 
interleaved, the type of dependences between bands must be determined and the direcfions of interleav- 
ing must be chosen. Typical directions to do the interleaving analysis are linear functions of the direc- 
tions numbering the bands. One possible choice of bands with propagated dependencies is based upon 
the study on the directions in which the propagated dependencies have been transformed. This paper re- 
strict the analysis to the ortogonal directions numbering the bands. 
5.1 
As seen before, the dependencies of an algorithm can be associated with the segment where they are 
originated. As an example, dependence d2 in our example, of type G, is originated in SEG2. Therefore, 
identification the type of dependences between bands 
for B i d  f W J L  fu/wJ (a) for B i d  fW1.L fu/wJ (b) 
i f  B i d  fu/wJ then upper=fU mod W 
elseup r W 1 else up 6":: r W  1 . . 
inner= cp= (BIW-fL)/stepilstepi+fL) - mod w 
for p=inner,upper,stepi 
if B i d  fu/wJ then upper=fU mod W 
inner= (BI W fL)/steplstepi+fL) mod W 
i f  (innedp<upper)and((pinner)mod step = 0) then 
Ii=BiW+p Ii=BiW+p 
. . .  ... 
Figure 5.  a )  Code after partitioning. b) Parametrized code fo r  the PE( ...p...) 
I 
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for BFOLZN-VWJ 




for B~=OLZN -1/W J 
(a) 





if ~ s = t  then 
else if r=t then 
else if s t  then 
a[ts.r]=fl(a[r.s.t-l]) 
a[ ts,r]=a[r,s,t-l] 






Figure 6 .  Problem-size iimdependent code. 
(b) 
if B&N-I/wJ then pu=(2N-l) mod W else pu=W-1 
if (0 I p S pu) then 
PE(r,s) (0 < p.q I W-1) 
for B ~ = ~ L z N - I / w J  
r=BrW+p 
for B~=OLZN-I/WJ 
if B s d 2 N - W ”  then qu=(2N-l) mod W else qu=W-1 
if (0 S q I qu) then 
if r=s=t then 
else if r=t then 







if r#N+t then send(@(l,O),y) 
else 
receive(@ (0.1 ),x) 
if s#N+t then send(@(O,l).x) 
receive(@(l.O).y) 
if r#N+t then send(@(l.O).y) 
a[Br,Bs]=f4(a[ Br.Bs1.x.y) 
any band containing computations belonging to SEG2 is a band that generates the dependence d2. 
In order to identify the type of dependences between bands we must determine which segments are exe- 
cuted in every band. The dependencies between bands satisfy S d i  2 0. We say that there is a generat- 
ed dependence between bands Br and Bs if any segment executed in Br produces a type G dependence, 
whose destination is one point in the iteration space belonging to 6s .  Similarly, there is a propagated de- 
pendence between Br and Bs, if the dependence between any point of the iterations space belonging to 
Bs and depending upon Br, is a propagated dependence. Now, we illustrate how to carry out this analysis 
in APP using segment SEGz. 
The input data for this analysis are the transformation Ts and the iterations space region where the seg- 
ment is executed: a) the guard command, b) the loop bounds. For SEGZ this region is as follows: 
i = k  
OSiSN-1 
k S j I N + k  
0 I k < N-1 
To identify which bands in a segment are executed, we distinguish a five steps algorithm: 
1) Representation of a generic point in the segment. In SEG2 this point is: 
2) Obtention of the generic band BBr,Bs in which the segment is executed. This is achieved by apply- 
ing partitioning to the generic point v; 
v = (k, k, j) with i = k. 
B r = L S l  v / W J =  L t / w J  (a) 
6s = L  ~2 v /  w J = L s /wJ 
3) Determination of the dimensions values interval identifying a band B&,Bs. It is done by partitioning 
of the iteration space transformed by Ts. 
O <  r < N-1 0 < B r I  LN-IIWJ 
t 2 s  < N+t L t / W J  I B S S  L N + t / W J  (b) 
4) Searching for a relationship between the dimensions identifying a band BBr,Bs, if it exists. In our 
example, we can derive from (a) and (b): 
5) Determination of a constant value interval for the dimensions identifying a band. In the example of 
SEGZ, the modified range is (by taking into account the bounds 0 I t  I N-1 and Ts) : 
Once this analysis has been applied to all the segments, we obtain the following information: 
Br S Bs 
O<Br< LZN-I/WJ 
SEG1: Br -Bs  O < B r I  L N - l / W J  O < B s I  LN-IIWJ 
I 
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SEG2: B r I B s  O<Br< LN-1 / W J  O I B s <  L2N-1 I W J  
SEG3: B r t B s  O I B r I  L 2 N - l / W J  O < B S <  LN-IIWJ 
SEG4: VBr ,Bs  O<Br< L 2 N - l / W J  O<Bs< L 2 N - 1 / W J  
Intersection of the intervals where each segment is executed leads to identify, in terms of the executed 
segments, the following types of bands: 
A) (Br=Bs) 8 (0 I Br S LN-I/ Wl)  8 (0 < Bs SLN-11 Wl) + SEGI, SEG2, SEG3 and SEG4 
B) (Br<Bs) 8 (0 < Br < LN-1/ W]) 8 (0 < Bs < L2N-l/ W]) + SEG2 and SEG4 
C) (Br>Bs) & (0 5 Br 5 L2N-ll WJ) 8 (0 I Bs <LN-11 W]) -i SEG3 and SEG4 
D) (V Br,Bs) 8 LN-l/W] < Br I LZN-lMIJ) 8 L N - l /  W l  c Bs 5 L2N-11 WJ) + SEG4 
This means to us that type A bands generate dependencies in the communication directions (1,O) and 
(O,l), because all the segments are executed there. Type B bands generate dependencies in direction 
(1.0) and propagate dependencies in direction (0,l); type C bands propagates dependencies along (1 ,O)  
and generate dependencies along (0,l); and the remaining (type D) bands propagate dependencies along 
(1,O) and (0.1). 
In the APP, type A bands must be executed individually because there are generated dependencies. Ex- 
ecution of types B and C bands may be interleaved, along directions Br and Bs respectively, because 
their dependencies are propagated. Moreover, as types B and C bands are relatively independent, 
their execution can be performed in a interleaved way. Type D bands can be interleaved along directions 
Brand Bs. 
Due to the new execution ordering for the bands (interleaved execution), the buffer between boundary 
PES is not a FIFO queue. 
5.2 Generation of interleaved code 
Interleaving the execution of bands with propagated dependences requires to reorder code. The itera- 
tion statement specifying the local timing ordering must embrace the iteration statements identifying the 
directions along which the bands are interleaved. The code travels now over the bands interleaved in a 
consecutive way (sec. 5.2.1). On the other hand, the placement of statements transmitting data due to 
propagated dependencies, must be modified. Data due to generated dependencies, from different 
bands, transmitted along directions where dependencies are not propagated, must also be grouped into a 
single message (sec. 5.2.2). 
5.2.1 Band Scheduling 
If the dependencies between bands, along all the directions numbering them, are propagate dependen- 
cies, then the code will have the structure of iteration statements as shown in figure 7a. In this code the 
most external loop specifies the temporal ordering. In cases where the above stated condition does not 
hold, it is required to isolate explicitly the direction (s) along which the dependencies between bands are 
propagated. Figure 7b shows the structure of the iteration statements in the code. where 813 and 814 
are the directions of interleaving. Along 812 a sequential execution is performed, and along 611 the val- 
ues has been fixed. 
Let us present now a systematic method to construct the interleaved code. 
The initial code is obtained through transformation Ts where the row no has been permuted with the rows 
of S. This code specifies the temporal ordering in its external loop, and the PES space in their m-1 internal 
loops. The code is now partitioned and parametrized according to the same criteria explained in section 
4.3.2. Once these transformations have been applied to the original code, the resulting code is shown in 
figure Ea. 
for t=O,N-1 
(a) for BI1= fl lL.fl lu (h) Bii= constant 
for R12= fl2L.fl2u for RI2= fl2L.fl2u 
... for t=%b 
for B13= fl3L.fl3u 
for B14= fI4L.fI4u 
Figure 7. Iteration smtenierim structure: a) All depeiiclcriries are prolJagatrd. 
b) There arc propagated atid geiicrated dc/~endeiicies. 
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Now, the interleaved code can be obtained through repetitive application of two steps. The first step iso- 
lates band zones where dependencies of the same type along all the analyzed directions exist. The sec 
ond step isolates directions along which the dependencies are generated, as well as directions along 
which the dependencies are propagated. 
Two different situations may arise when search for adjacent band zones where, along all the directions 
numbering the analyzed bands are of the same type: 
a) Dependencies along all directions are generated dependencies. In this case the bands must be se- 
quentially executed. Doing so requires interchanging the loops associated to bands with that of the 
temporal ordering. Performing this interchange may require to start from the original transformation 
Ts in order to determine the loop bounds. 
b) Dependencies along all directions are propagated dependencies. The bands are executed in inter. 
leaved way, and no modification of the iteration statements structure is needed. 
The zones of adjacent bands are determined by means of intervals intersection. From these intervals, 
convex band zones are built, and used to generate the code. The achieved code is a sequence of groups 
with iteration statements travelling over all the bands. The sequence ordering must respect the depen- 
dencies between bands. Possibly some zones cannot be separated because dependencies between 
bands exist. 
In the APP, propagated dependencies along all directions are detected in the zone identified by the fol- 
lowing range: (LN-I/WJ<Br< L2N-lNVI) & (LN-11 WJ<Bs42N-I/ WJ). The generated code is composed 
by two sets of loops. The first set travels over all the bands and the zone with propagated dependencies 
is excluded by means of a conditional statement (if (B~N-IMJ) or (BS~N-IIWJ) then ). The second se! 
of loops travels over the bands with propagated dependencies along all the directions (figure 8b). 
In the second step the directions with generated dependencies are isolated from the directions with prop- 
agated dependencies. Given a group of loops, we shall distinguish several situations: 
a) Along some directions, the dependencies between bands are always generated, and along the re- 
maining directions are always propagated dependencies. The bands are executed serially along the 
first set of directions, and the bands are executed interleaved along the second set. To do so, the or- 
dering of the iteration statements must be modified. First we must place those loops whose directions 
shows generated dependencies, and later the loops whose direction shows propagated dependen- 
cies. 
b) The dependencies between bands may be propagated or generated, along all the directions. We 
(a) PWpd (0 2 p.9 2 W-1) for t=O,N- 1 
for Br=hW~LttN/WJ 
i f  Br=hWj  then pi=( mod W else p i 3  
i f  Br=h+N/WJ then pu=(t+N) mod W else pu=W-1 
i f  (pi I p 2 pu) then 
r=BrWtp 
for Bs=hJ.LttN/WJ 
i f  B~=L~NJ then qi=t mod W else q i 3  
i f  Bs=tttN/WI then qu=(ttN) mod W clse qu=W-1 
i f  (qi 5 q 5 qu) then 
s=BsWtq 
i f  I=s=~ then 
else i f  r=t then 
else i f  s=t then 
send(@( 1 .O),fl (a[Br.Bsl)) 
send(@(l,O),a[Br.Bsl) 
re=ive(@(l .O).y) 




(b) for t=O. N - 1 
for Br=h'JLttN/wl 
for' Bs=h1.LttN/W1 
if;Br SLN-I/WI)or (Bs LN-wJ) then 




for t=O.N 1 
for BrdN/Wh+N/WI  
. . .  
for B~=LN/wIL~+N/wJ 
endfor 
. . .  
endfor 
endfor 
i f  s#Ntt then send(@(O,l),x) 
receive(@(l .O),y) 
if r#Ntt then send(@(l.O),y) 
a[Br,Bsl=f4(a[Br,Bs],x,y) 
Figure 8. a )  Transformed code ready to begin the interleav- 
ing. b)  Slructure of iteration and conditional statements af- 
ter applying thefirst step of the systematic method. 
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propose to build a loop structure travelling over the bands. from the most external ones, in slices. 
This can be done because S.di2O holds. This way to travel over the bands requires the identification 
of a pattern, and the knowledge of the number of repetitions. The code structure is as follows: 
for counter =O.MAX 
... 
BIi= fi(counter) 
if ( B L  < BI1 S fliu) then 
for BIj= fIjL. flju 
for t = c ,  d 
end for 
. . .  
end for 
where. once the value in one dimensions is fixe the remainina directions are traverse, Nith iterations 
statements. The iterations variable counter, establishes how many times the pattern is repeated. 
Successive steps may continue the code modification by applying the same method to new sets of loops, 
until the dependencies between bands, along the directions which specify the for statements, are propa- 
gated dependencies 
In the APP, this second step must be applied to the first set of loops. The pattern is obtained by following 
the diagonal in the plane which identifies the bands Br=Bs and is repeated LN-IMIJ times. Figure 9a 
shows the structure of the iterations statements for this case. 
This code specifies, in first place, the execution of a type A band, and the subsequent execution of type 
B bands (direction 6s) free of dependencies, and the later execution of type C bands (direction Br) 
which are also dependence-free. 
The code corresponding to segments to be executed is the only one to be included as loops body in each 
type of bands. Figure 9b shows, as an example, the code sequence for type B bands. 
5.2.2 Communication messages 
After ordering the iteration statements, the information transmission statements must be placed in turn. 
Both directions, those of propagated and those of generated dependencies, must be taken into account 
in order to do so. Along the former ones, the number of messages and the number of transmitted data 
are reduced. Besides to determine where the transmission and reception statements must be placed, an- 
other requirement is to calculate the size of an auxiliary vector to store the information, until is used in 
the computation of all the interleaved bands. Along the latter ones, the number of transmitted messages 
is reduced by grouping several data items, belonging to different bands, into a single message. 
In general, the guard commands determining the transmission or reception of a message are not, func- 
tion of the propagates dependencies direction. Therefore, we can place the send and receive state- 
ments before the iteration statement which specifies the direction of interleaving. The possible guard 
commands dependent of the interleaving direction are due to boundary bands which does not use all the 



















(4 for t=O.RrWtW-l 
if BAWJ then pi=t mod W else pi=O 
if (pi I p S W-I) then 
r=RrWtp 
for Bs=ctl.LttN/WJ 
if B s d t t N N J  then qu=(ttN) inod W else qu=W.l 
if (0 I q I qu) then 
s=BsW+q 
if r=t then 
else 
send(@( 1 .O).alBr.Bsl) 
receive(@(O. I).x) 




Figure 9.  a) Pattern to travel over zones with propagate and Renerate de- 
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B I== Bt== 
for t=O,BrW+W-I (a) for t=O.BrW+W-1 (b) 
... ... 
i f  r#t then i f  r#t then 
receive(@(O,l).x) receive(@(O. I ).x) 
if p#W-l then send(@(O,l),x) 
. . .  else reccive(@(1,O),Y[c+l:Lt+N/W~-I]) 
i fp#W-l then send(@(O,l),x) 
for Bs=c+ 1 Lt+N/WJ 
endfor for Bs=c+l.Lt+N/W] 
i f  q 5 (t+N) mod W then receive(@ I.O),Y[c+l:Lt+N/WiJ) 
endfor . . .  
if r=t then YIBsl=a[Br,Bs] 
else a[Br,Bsl=f4(a[Br,Bsl.~,Y[Bsl) 
Figure 10. Placement of send and endfor 
receive Stat~mentS in tYPe 8 bands: 
a) Propagale dePetidencie-% b )  gen- 
i f  q 5 (t+N) mod W then send (@ l.O).Y[c+l:Lt+N/WiJ) 
else send (@(l,O),Y[~+l:tt+N/W~-l]) 
erale dependencies. endfor 
The size of the auxiliary vector required to store propagated data, is given by the values of the compo- 
nent, related to the temporal ordering of the operation of the transformed vector of propagated depen- 
dencies (nodi). When this value is equal to zero, the reception buffer suffices because the data is 
used in all the operations, before a new data is received. 
In the APP. the transformed code when interleaving is applied along direction Bs, has the structure 
shown in figure loa. Observe that it can be transmitted immediately after its reception, because the val- 
ue is not modified. 
Along the directions when dependencies are not propagated, several data must be grouped into a mes- 
sage. The code transformation must isolate the reception of all the data from the computation to be per- 
formed, and both operations must be isolate from the sending of all results. The code part which per- 
forms the computations by travelling over all the bands, instead of sending the results, stores them into 
a vector. Later, they are transmitted in a single message with all the results. Similarly, the received data 
are stored in a vector, which is accessed once the computations have been performed. Both the receive 
and the send statements are executed depending upon some guard commands which are determined from 
the original guard commands associated to such statements. The message size is calculated from the 
number of repetitions of the iteration statement and from the guard commands. 
In the APP, the structure of the code part shown before becomes that shown in figure lob. after group- 
ing messages. 
6. FURTHER PARTITIONING OF BANDS 
Further partitioning of bands into sub-bands permits to increase the number of sub-bands that can be in- 
terleaved. increasing in this way the granularity of the algorithm. 
A band that has been identified as a generator of a dependence may actually generate that dependence 
only during a part of the computations. Coming back to APP, during the first computations, band Bii just 
propagates d6 and d7 (because all these computations belong to SEG4). Only during the final computa- 
tions, the band executes SEGl, SEGZ. SEG3 and SEG4 and so, generates dl. dz and d4. Similar situa- 
tions arise with other bands. 
If we isolate that part of the computations where the band just propagate dependences these parts could 
be interleaved. This fact suggests a further decomposition of bands into sub-bands. 
6.1 Partitioning ident i f icat ion 
In order to determine the new partitioning, we have to identtfy. for every segment, which part of each 
band contains computations belonging to that segment. We now illustrate how to carry out this analysis in 
the case of SEG2 from our example. 
When one type of band has been selected, the initial information are the guard commands of the segment 
and the bands area containing that segment. For example, this information are as follows, for SEG2: 
We must determine in which band zone are satisfied the segment guard commands. We have r-t for seg- 
-1 
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ment SEG2. By intersecting the i and k ranges in the band area, we obtain that SEG2 is executed when 
t2BrW. 
After application of this analysis to every segment, we obtain the following informations: 
SEGi: B r - B s  O I B r I  L n - l I w J  O<Bs< L n - l / W J  12BrW 
SEG2: B r I B s  O I B r I  L n - l I w J  O I B s <  L z n - l / W J  t 2 B r W  
SEG3: B r 2 B s  O < B r I  L 2 n - l I W J  O I B s <  L n - l / W J  t 2 B s W  
SEG4: VBr,Bs O I B r I  1211-1 I W J  O I B s I  1211-1 I W l  V t  
The partitioning plane SO = (100) allows to separate the zone of propagated dependencies from the zone 
of generated dependencies, inside every band. That hyperplane satisfies the condition S@di 2 0 (V di). 
The size of the sub-band along the direction of partitioning is obtained by intersecting the intervals from 
the boundary bands down to the inner. 
In the APP, the size of the boundary bands is equal to W along the partitioning direction, and these 
bands generate dependencies along some directions. Now, inner sub-bands with this size do propagate 
dependencies along all the communication directions. Accordingly, the size of sub-bands is selected to 
be W. 
By intersecting the intervals in which every segment is executed, we can distinguish the following types 
of sub-bands, as a function of their executed segments: 
fort 5 min (BrW, BsW) 
A l )  (Br=Bs) 8 (1 I Br I L N - l /  W]) & (1 I Bs I L N - l /  W]) + SEG4 
B1) (Br<Bs) & (1 I Br 5LN- l /  WJ) & (1 I Bs I L 2 N - l /  W]) -+ SEG4 
C1) (BbBs) & (1 I Br IL2N-1/ W]) & (1 I Bs SLN-11 WA) -+ SEG4 
D1) (V Br, Bs) & (LN-IMI~ Br I L 2 N - I M J )  8 (LN-1/ WJ< Bs <L2N-1/ Wl)  -+ SEG4 
A2) (Br=Bs) & ( K B r d N - l l  WJ) 8 (OSBSSLN-~/ Wl) + SEG1, SEG2, SEG3 and SEG4 
82) (Br<Bs) & (0 I Br ILN-11 WJ) 8 (0 I Bs I LZN-ll WJ) -+ SEG2 and SEG4 
C2) (Br>Bs) & (0 I Br I L2N-ll Wl) & (0 I Bs ILN-11 W]) -+ SEG3 and SEG4 
0 2 )  (V Br. Bs) & (LN-IMIJ < Br I LZN-lMJ) & hN-11 WJ < Bs I L2N-1/ WA) -+ SEG4 
fort > min (BrW, BsW) 
For the type B bands, we see that the SEGz and SEG4 segments are to be executed. The 82 type sub- 
bands generate dependencies along the direction (1 .O) for those index point such that t 2 BrW, and the B1 
type sub-bands propagate dependencies along the direction (1,O) for those index point when t<BrW. For 
the C type bands, we see that the SEG3 and SEG4 segments are to be executed. The C1 type sub-bands 
propagate dependencies along the direction (0.1) for those index point satisfying t<BsW, and the C2 
type sub-bands generate dependencies along the direction (0.1) for those index point satisfying t 2 BsW. 
For the A type bands, we see that the SEG1. SEG2, SEG3 and SEG4 segments are to be executed. The 
A2 type sub-bands generate dependencies along the directions (1,O) and (0.1) for those index points with 
tLBrW ; and the A1 type sub-bands propagate dependencies along both directions for the index points 
with t<BsW-BrW. 
6.2 Code Transformation 
To find a repetitive pattern along the dimension used to make the partitioning, is required in order to gen- 
erate code. The steps explained in the previous section will then be applied to this pattern. 
In the APP, the pattern is obtained by travelling over all the sub-bands according to the order specified 
by the following sequence of iteration statements: 
for Bt=O,LN-l/WI 
. . .  
Given a value of Bt. we see that those sub-bands satisfying L l / W h l I  Br. Bs I Lt+N/WJ propagate de- 
pendencies along both directions. Therefore, the code is restructured in a way that allows the inter- 
leaved execution of these sub-bands (first step). The remaining sub-bands propagate dependencies 
along one dimension (second step). The sub-bands satisfying L t h V h l I  Br S Lt+N/W] and Bt=Bs propa- 
gate dependencies along the dimension (O,l), and the sub-bands satisfying LvWklI Bs I Lt+N/WJ and 
-1 
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(a) 
for B ~=o,LN- uw J 
Br=Bt 
Bs=Bt 
for t=BtW.min(N-1, BtWtW-I) 
endfor 
Br=Bt 
for t=BtW.min(N-1. BtWtW-I) 






for t=BtW.min(N-I. BtWtW-I) 
. . .  
for Br=Bt+I,LttN/WJ 
. . .  
endfor 
endfor 
for t=BtW,min(N-I. BtWtW-1) 
for Br=BttlLt+N/WJ 
for t=BtW,min(N-I. BtWtW-1) 
for Br=BttlLttN/WJ (b) 
i f  Br=h+N/WJ then pu=(ttN) mod W else pu=W-1 
if (0 5 p I pu) then 
r=BrWtp 
for Bs=Bttl lttN/WJ 
i f  (0 S q 5 qu) then 
s=BsW+q 
receive(@(O,l).x) 
if s#N+t then send(@(O,l).x) 
receive(@(l.O),y) 
i f  r#N+t then send(@(l,O),y) 
alBr,Bs]=f4(alBr,Bs].x,y) 





eidfbr Figure 11. a )  Paiiern io iravel over ihe sub-bands. b) Com- 




Bt=Br propagate dependencies along (1 ,O). Therefore, the structure of the iteration statements allowing 
the interleaving along these directions is as shown in figure 1 l a ,  
The complete code for the zones where dependencies are propagated along both directions, can be seen 
in figure 1 1 b. 
In the APP, once this transformation has been applied, we only need to place the transmission and recep- 
tion statements in order to reduce the number of transmitted messages. The technique explained in sec- 
tion 5.2.2 serves this purpose. The above shown complete code parts becomes them as follows: 
for t=BtW.min(N-1. BtWtW-I) 
i f  p S (ttN) mod W then receive(@(O.l), X[Bt+l:Lt+N/WI]) 
else receive(@(O.I). X[BttI:LttN/WJ- 11) 
if q S (ttN) mod W then receive(@(l,O). Y[Bttl:Lt+N/WJ]) 
else receive(@(l.O), Y[Bt+l:LttN/WI-I]) 
i f  p#W-I then 
i f  p < (ttN) mod W then send(@(O,l), X[Bttl:Lt+N/WJ]) 
else send(@(O,l), X[Bt+l:Lr+N/WI-ll) 
i f  q I (ttN) mod W then send(@(l.O). Y[Bt+l:Lt+N/WJI) 
else send(@( 1.0). YIBtt 1 :Lt+N/WJ-I I) 
for Bs=B t t  1 ,L ttN/WJ 
i f  q#W-l then 
for Br=BttlLt+N/WJ 
i f  B d t t N / W J  then pu=(t+N) mod W else pu=W-1 
i f  BsdttN/WI then qu=(t+N) mod W else qu=W-l 




Note that, in this case, the message is transmitted immediately after its reception, because it is not mcdi- 
fied. 
7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The code generated in section 6 has been optimized by hand, with a reduction in the number of conditional 
statements, and has been executed on a 4-by-4 PES multicomputer based on Transputers [WhitBS) 
T414B and T800C. The results are plotted in figure 12. This figure shows the efficiency obtained varying 
-1 
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the size of matrix A (N-by-N) for the matrix inversion, transitive closure and shortest path problems. 
The efficiency has been measured using the following expression: 
Efficiency =Isas 
P Tpar 
where Tseq is the time required to solve the problem in a single PE, using the best serial algorithm, and 
Tpar is the time required by P PES. 
The efficiency of the parallel algorithms with 640-by-640 matrices approaches the 75%, 75% and 65% 
for the matrix inversion, transitive closure and shortest path problems, respectively, using T800C pro- 
cessors. The efficiency of the parallel algorithms with 300-by-300 matrices approaches the 95%, 75% 
and 65% for the matrix inversion, transitive closure and shortest path problems, respectively, using 
T414B processors. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have presented a systematic method for mapping systolizable problems onto mulicom- 
puter. The inputs to the method are a nested loop based specification of the problem to be solved and the 
interconnection topology of the multicomputer. 
Efficiency ' 1  I 
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Figure 12. Efficiencies of the problems of the APP wiih different processors: a )  
Transputer T414B and b )  Transputer T8OOC. 
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For the first stages of the method (design and partitioning of a SA for the problem) we use techniques 
proposed by other authors. The main contribution of the paper is the procedure to increase the granular- 
ity of the partitioned SA. This increase of granularity is necessary in order to reduce the communication 
cost of the algorithm. This issue is specially important when designing parallel algorithms for multicomput- 
ers, where the effects of communication between PES Cannot be neglected. 
A dependence between bands analysis is performed, in order to increase the granularity. The bands 
which are either independent or with propagated dependences, are executed in an interleaved way. The 
possibility of finding bands with propagated dependencies is common in SA, and serves to significantly 
reduce the number of messages. 
Also, we have presented here a systematic method to transform code in order to obtain the program to 
be executed in PE, starting from the orginal sequential specification. 
The method has been illustrated with an example consisting in the design of a parallel algorithm to solve 
the APP on a multicomputer with a torus topology. We have obtained some promising results running the 
code on a ring of Transputers for the different algorithms unified by the APP. 
The method has been applied to map others problems like Matrix Multiplication or LU Decomposition on a 
multicomputer with ring and torus topologies. 
Future works are envisaged towards the distribution of buffers in the boundary PES, inside the local PE 
memories, and towards increasing the generated code quality. 
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